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Abstract
Summit Station, Greenland, is home to a 5120.6 × 61.0 m (16,800 ×
200 ft) skiway that acts as the lifeline for research conducted for the National Science Foundation. The LC-130 aircraft is the primary airframe
depended on, each season delivering over 400,000 lb of cargo, personnel,
and fuel to this remote location. A majority of the research activities takes
place from mid-April to August while the station is open for the summer
season.
Over the past three seasons, the skiway’s ability to handle this frequency of
flights has increased with the implementation of new equipment and techniques, resulting in fewer jet-assisted takeoffs and longer periods of maximum allowable cargo loads. To explore further skiway improvement and
cost saving techniques, this report reviews alternative maintenance and
construction options based on other skiways located in Greenland and alternative available aircraft that currently operate in this region. Additionally, we were provided the entire season’s total labor associated with the
skiway operation and data for the cost associated with the skiway, which
allowed us to quantify the current and available options. This is the first
time that these metrics have been recorded and analyzed.

DISCLAIMER: The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising, publication, or promotional purposes. Citation of trade names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial products.
All product names and trademarks cited are the property of their respective owners. The findings of this report are not to
be construed as an official Department of the Army position unless so designated by other authorized documents.
DESTROY THIS REPORT WHEN NO LONGER NEEDED. DO NOT RETURN IT TO THE ORIGINATOR.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background
Over the past three seasons, the U.S. Army Cold Regions and Research and
Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) has been involved in assessing and then
improving Summit Skiway’s performance for the National Science Foundation (NSF). The skiway is located at the peak of the Greenland ice cap
(approximately 3200.4 m [10,500 ft] elevation) and has proven to be a reliable piece of infrastructure for the scientific community. The science that
takes place at Summit includes, but is not limited to, year-round atmospheric measuring, ice-core drilling, and ground-based validation of satellite measurements.
Earlier iterations of skiway work have made multiple performance gains at
Summit Station (Knuth and Melendy 2013). These include reducing the
amount of “slides” (LC-130 aircraft attempts at takeoff) that take place in
any given flight period, reducing jet-assisted takeoff (JATO) use to the
point that one season did not require any, and reducing construction and
maintenance on the skiway. We were able to achieve these gains by establishing a construction and maintenance standard operating procedure
(SOP) (Knuth and Melendy 2013; Melendy 2015 [republished in Appendix
A]) and through purchasing and implementing new equipment.

1.2

Objective
The goal of our project is to establish a baseline for comparison by defining the current cost per pound for cargo delivered via LC-130 to Summit
Station and to compare it to various other construction, maintenance, and
aircraft options available. Alternative skiway maintenance and construction procedures include deep field landings (the current procedure at the
North Greenland Eemian Ice Drilling [NEEM] camp) and gapping flight
periods. Alternative aircraft currently operating at Summit Station include Twin Otter and Basler. By understanding the current costs associated with the LC-130 transportation, future logistical support options will
have a baseline to compare.

1
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1.3

Approach
To establish the baseline approach, equipment and aircraft data have been
collected since 2011 and will be used within this report to determine cost
and skiway performance. The equipment data collected documents the
time the equipment was used, the duration, and the tasking accomplished
with association to the skiway. The staff at Summit records this data in the
clean air logs and updates it weekly. The New York Air National Guard
109th unit collected flight data after each flight to Summit, outlining the
performance of the plane on the skiway.
Costs collected and used within this report for each type of aircraft are
based on the actual cost to the NSF Arctic program for the 2014 season.
These costs fluctuate each season, generally increasing, and provide an accurate snapshot at the current operating costs.
We collected alternative skiway concepts, such as those at the NEEM
camp, from the NEEM logistics and project manager.

2
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2

Summit Skiway Operation Labor

2.1

Construction
Each season, construction of the skiway takes place to build a hard base
for the runway, which is essential for the summer research season. Skiway
construction follows the SOP established in Summit Station Skiway Review (Knuth and Melendy 2013). The total amount of labor required to
construct the 16,800 × 200 ft skiway (at an elevation over 10,000 ft) for
the 2014 season was 54 hr (Table 1). This included raising existing flags
and installing new boundary flags (the flags need to be raised or replaced
each season because of the yearly snow accumulation) then sheepsfooting,
dragging, and planing the landing, turnaround, and loading and unloading
surfaces. For reference, Appendix A includes the 2014 construction and
maintenance SOP.

2.2

Maintenance
The maintenance procedures for the skiway include raising the marking
flags, removing snowdrifts by dragging with the beam drag, and planing
with the land plane. At times when weather conditions reduce the
strength of the skiway, additional snow strength procedures, such as
sheepsfooting, are completed. For the 2014 season, 283 labor hours
(Table 1) were consumed in association with the maintenance procedures
listed above. For comparison, the total amount of labor associated with
skiway maintenance for the 2012 and 2013 seasons were respectively
209.5 and 238.5 hr (Figure 1). We attribute the 2014 season’s increased
maintenance time to the prime mover’s (Case Magnum) not being operational at the start of the season and not available for any early season skiway work. Therefore, constructing the skiway base required a different
method than the two previous seasons used. This reduced the performance of the skiway, increasing the required maintenance and construction times.
Table 1. Summit Skiway maintenance and
construction labor (in hours) for the 2012–2014
seasons (data from the clean air logs).
Year

Maintenance Construction Total to Construct

2012

209.5

55

264.5

2013

238.5

45

283.5

2014

283

87.5

370.5
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Figure 1. Summit Skiway maintenance and construction labor for the 2012–2014 seasons.

Using the cost of fuel delivered to Summit via LC-130 at a price of $32/gal.
(Lever et al. 2016), the cost for constructing and maintaining the skiway
for the 2014 season excluding labor was $142,272. This assumes that all of
the hours recorded for the prime mover were for the Case Magnum, which
operates at a fuel consumption rate of 12 gal./hr (Lever 2014). This of
course is an overestimated cost because snow machines were used for raising the flags over the season; and while the Case was down with mechanical issues, the Tucker was used, which operates at a lower consumption
rate as well but takes longer to complete the tasking due to slower transportation speeds.
Using the effective labor rate at a cost of $112/hr at Summit (Lever et al.
2016) resulted in a cost of $41,496, and the labor combined with the
equipment and fuel costs totaled $183,768 to construct and maintain the
skiway for the 2014 season. If you use the 2012 and 2013 seasons as typical when the SOP was executed, the average amount of hours required to
construct and maintain the skiway was 275. Table 2 shows these results
and compares the different years. Again, the 36% increase in cost for the
2014 season can be attributed to not being able to use the most effective
equipment for construction and maintenance, resulting in more time
needed to complete various skiway activities.

4
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Table 2. Summit Skiway maintenance and construction cost for the 2012–2014 seasons.

2.3

Year

Total Hours

Labor Cost/hr

Fuel Cost/hr

Total Cost

2012

264.5

$112

$384

$131,192

2013

283.5

$112

$384

$140,616

2014

370.5

$112

$384

$183,768

Flight support
For the first time, in 2014 the total amount of time associated with the skiway support was recorded by Polar Field Services (Olsen 2014). Flight
support at Summit includes the chief, the site supervisor, the field assistant, the field and cargo coordinator, and the mechanics’ time at Summit
to repair and maintain the equipment used to construct and maintain the
skiway. The total amount of labor associated with flight support in 2014
was 485.5 hr. This covered tasks such as administrative support, flight
support for the LC-130, and other miscellaneous support requirements.
Therefore, the cost associated with flight support was $54,376. Figure 2
breaks down the total time associated with the skiway for the 2014 season.
Figure 2. Summit Skiway maintenance and construction labor for the 2012–2014 seasons
(collected by Polar Field Services).

2.4

Total skiway operation cost
Table 3 shows the total cost for all of the skiway, taking into account the
data shown in Figure 2. (Note that we will also use this display format to
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show the alternative skiway construction and maintenance options). The
total skiway cost in Table 3 provides a baseline for all comparisons because
it is the current operating procedure. We should also note that, regardless
of which aircraft transports researchers to and from Summit Station, there
are basic logistics and skiway layout requirements that cannot be eliminated by using different aircraft outside of the LC-130.
Table 3. Summit Skiway cost to operate for the 2014 season.
Year Total Hours
2014

856

Labor Cost/hr

Equipment Hours

Fuel Cost/hr

Total Cost

$112

370.5

$384

$238,144

We expect that the future cost for operating the skiway will return to the
2012 and 2013 season levels if all of the preferred equipment is available.
The labor hours consumed by the skiway should be compiled annually and
used in future years to provide a comparison for skiway operations and
performance.
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3

LC-130 Current Operations

3.1

Performance
There were six flight periods from April to August during the 2014 Summit
Station summer season. Each flight period lasted for one to two weeks,
and 20 flights were completed over the entire season. The 109th Air National Guard (ANG) has recorded flight performance since the 2012 season, generating flight outbriefs for each mission to Summit. Figure 3
shows a typical flight outbrief. Appendix B shows all of the flight outbriefs
for the 2014 season.
Figure 3. A 109th ANG post-flight summary.
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Outbriefs show the amount of cargo, people and fuel that is on board to
and from Summit. These forms also contain the number of slides required
to take off from the skiway. In the summary shown from 17 July 2014
(Figure 3), six takeoff attempts were required, referred to as slides, with
snow conditions described as fresh and sticky. These reports document
other important information, such as the landing weight and the recommended landing weight for the next flight, and include a section at the bottom for any other comments. On the flight in Figure 3, because of poor
skiway conditions, the flight had to unload two pallets of cargo heading
back to Kangerlussuaq (Kanger), Greenland, to take off. Appendix B
shows the post-flight outbriefs for the 2014 season.
Comparing the total number of slides or attempted take offs on the skiway
is one metric for determining the performance of the skiway. Figure 4
shows this comparison for the number of additional slides required each
season for the LC-130 aircraft to take off from Summit Station.
Figure 4. Summit Skiway takeoff performance for the 2012–2014 seasons.

The data in Figure 4 show that in 2012 and 2013, over 75% of the LC-130
flights out of Summit took off on the first attempt in comparison to the
2014 season in which the 20 flights required 34 additional slides on the
skiway; only 50% of the flights were able to take off on the first slide.

8
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Many factors could have caused the increase in slides, ranging from a
change in skiway construction and maintenance (as the Case Magnum was
broken for the early portion of the season) to temperature fluctuations
during the time period that the LC-130s were taking off. The typical landing time for the LC-130s falls between 1100 and 1400 hr when the temperatures are at normal highs.
CRREL also tracked the use of JATO as a performance metric for the past
9 seasons (Figure 5). There are a limited number of JATO canisters available to the ANG program, and they are expensive and highly polluting; reducing their use is a significant benefit to the program. Typically, at Summit, JATO is used once an LC-130 has attempted multiple slides on the
skiway without success. Assisted takeoffs have been reduced since CRREL
developed and implemented the skiway construction and maintenance
SOP in 2011. Two flights required assisted takeoffs in 2014, which further
illustrate the decrease in skiway performance compared to the three previous seasons.
Figure 5. Summit Skiway JATO use for the 2006–2014 seasons.
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Figure 6 displays the air temperature fluctuations, collected at Summit
Station on an hourly basis (at 1.8 m above ground level) by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Earth System Research
Laboratory (ESRL), that occurred in the 2012 to 2014 seasons. The 2012
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data show the high temperatures that can be reached at Summit for sustained periods during a comparatively warm summer season; but in 2014,
the temperatures were closer to the historical average with fewer peak
days above the −10°C threshold. The SOP section titled “Strength Maintenance Procedures,” explains how temperatures above −10°C inhibit the
process of increasing the skiway’s strength.
Figure 6. Air temperature data from NOAA’s ESRL station, 2012–2014.

Taking a closer look at the 2014 season, the reduced performance of the
skiway affected the recommended landing weight for the LC-130s (Figure
7). The takeoff weight was also affected, as noted in the flight mission
summaries, and cargo had to be unloaded from several aircraft after multiple failed takeoff attempts. There is an opportunity-cost penalty when the
recommended landing weight for each flight is below the maximum of
145,000 lb because the NSF is charged per flight to Summit regardless of
how much cargo the plane delivers. The NSF saves money when the total
cargo load for the season is delivered in fewer flights. Six missions during
the middle of the research season (end of June to the middle of August)
operated at less-than-maximum landing weight, which resulted in
30,000 lb of lost delivery potential to Summit. That was equal to one full

10
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mission to Summit Station. The increase in takeoff slides (usually on different days), was identified as the cause of the reduced recommended
landing weight. Operationally, the 109th ANG directly correlates their recommended landing weights with takeoff weights from different days during which different environmental and strength conditions can exist.
Figure 7. Air temperatures, recommended landing weights, and slides for 2014.

Takeoff Slides > 1

As noted previously, the 2012 season resulted in significantly fewer takeoff
attempts and JATO uses. Figure 8 shows the temperature and recommended landing weights from 2012. The SOP was used and executed during the 2012 season with great success. Once the ANG became confident
in the skiway performance early in the season, the recommended landing
weight stayed at the maximum for all but two flights. The temperatures
for the 2012 season were also considerably higher than in 2014, yet the
skiway performance continued to support maximum cargo loads. Note the
number of times the temperatures were recorded above −5°C compared
with 2014.
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Figure 8. Air temperatures and recommended landing weights for 2012.
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3.2

Cost per pound to Summit Station
The LC-130 is capable of carrying 25,000 lb of cargo, people, and fuel to
Summit Station when operating at maximum capacity. The average cargo
load for the 2011 to 2014 seasons was 21,000 lb as originally published by
Lever et al. (2016). The average time for a round trip to Summit from
Kanger is 4 hr.
The LC-130 cost to the NSF Arctic Program for the 2014 season totaled
$1,508,000. The cost per hour for the LC-130 for the 2014 season was
$8,215; this includes the flight crew, fuel, and maintenance and overhead
costs. A discounted rate of $7,394/hr is applied for all pre-planned flights.
For the 2014 season, all flights executed were planned. Table 4 takes a
closer look at the cost breakdown by flight period. Each flight period
shows the cost for staging the planes to and from Kanger. The table assumes the cargo is an average of 21,000 lb each flight and does not account for the cargo delivered back to Kanger to show the true cost of delivering materials, people, and fuel to Summit with as few assumptions as
possible. The total flight cost column reflects the actual amount billed to
the program for each flight period to stage the planes and carry out the
Summit missions. The total Summit overhead cost takes into account the
cost of construction, maintenance, operation, and logistics required for the

ERDC/CRREL TR-16-9

2014 season. It is then distributed over the total amount of cargo moved
via LC-130 to Summit. In this case, the cost per pound to operate the skiway is $0.58/lb; and this includes the fuel cost for the machinery as well.
Table 4. LC-130 cost to the NSF Arctic program for the 2014 season (only cargo to Summit).

The average total cost per pound for all flight periods for the 2014 season
was $4.27/lb. By breaking out the cost by flight period, it is feasible to determine which flights are costing the program the most per pound. In this
case, Flight Period 4 had a cost of $6.36/lb because there was only one
mission to Summit though two planes from NY were staged. A minimum
of two planes are required to be staged per flight period as a safety protocol; in the event of an issue with the plane performing the mission to Summit, a rescue can be performed within hours. In contrast, Flight Period 6
saw a cost of $3.42/lb because there were three missions to Summit and
two planes staged from NY.
Taking into account the cargo that was delivered back from Summit (Table
5), a total of 157,092 lb and 141 passengers were delivered back from Summit for the 2014 season. For calculating the total cost per pound, we did
not include the passengers in the weight total; and the cargo from Summit
was divided equally over all 20 flights, equaling 7854 lb per flight. Accounting for the cargo returned from Summit, the average total cost per
pound comes to $3.13. The maximum cost was $4.66/lb during the fourth
flight period, and the minimum was $2.51 during the sixth flight period.
For the entire season, over 500,000 lb of cargo, personnel, and fuel were
moved to and from Summit Station by LC-130. Using the total skiway cost
and dividing by the cargo total to and from Summit, the cost per pound for
Summit overhead was $0.43.

13
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Table 5. LC-130 cost to the NSF Arctic program for the 2014 season (cargo to and from
Summit).

14
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4

Alternative Options

4.1

NEEM Skiway
The skiway located at NEEM is approximately 200 ft wide by 12,000 ft
long at 8150ft elevation (Figure 9). Each season, this skiway is constructed and maintained by a Pisten Bully 300W (Figure 10) with a push
blade, tiller, and steel beam drag. This skiway is constructed for LC-130
aircraft operations in a manner similar to Summit Station. The initial layout of the skiway consists of installing marker flags every 200 ft, which
consumes 12 hr for two people.
Figure 9. NEEM Skiway layout. (Photo courtesy of the Niels Bohr Institute.)

15
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Figure 10. NEEM’s Pisten Bully. (Photo courtesy of the Niels Bohr Institute.)

After the initial layout, construction takes place by track compacting the
skiway and performing a drag procedure with the steel beam. Then, the
Pisten Bully with the tiller and blade is used. This initial construction
phase consumes 68 hr on average. The weekly routine maintenance procedure includes beam dragging and tilling the surface of the skiway with
the Pisten Bully, consuming 28 hr each week. After each flight, repairs to
the skiway are necessary, using the steel beam drag and tiller on the Pisten
Bully, and consume 14 hr (Larsen 2014).
Over the course of a single season, the NEEM skiway requires on average
350 equipment hours; and the Pisten Bully consumes 1900 gal. of fuel.
We use a $32/gal. (Lever et al. 2016) fuel cost to compare directly with
Summit, which makes the total annual fuel cost for skiway construction
$60,800. Annual labor, at a cost of $112/hr to compare directly with Summit, amounts to $39,200. Thus, the total construction and maintenance
cost of the NEEM skiway is $100,000.
The LC-130 aircraft start each season at NEEM with a maximum landing
weight of 125,000 lb (7000 lb cargo), which is the specified landing weight
for all unprepared deep snow field locations. Each flight thereafter, the
109th ANG attempts to increase the landing weight by 5000 lb until reaching a maximum of 145,000 lb. To reach the maximum landing weight, it
has historically taken 5–10 flights because of poor skiway and weather
conditions. It would require 25 flights to deliver 408,500 lb of cargo (the
same amount of cargo and fuel that was delivered to Summit in 2014) on
this type of skiway. The total equipment and labor for performing skiway
repairs and routine maintenance requires 490 hr and consumes 2470 gal.
of fuel, totaling 840 equipment hours and 4370 gal. of fuel.

16
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The crew at NEEM does not currently track labor hours or costs for skiway-related administration, cargo preparation, and equipment and mechanic personnel. Based on Summit’s administrative figures, NEEM
would require approximately 485.5 hr to complete tasking. This is to support operations and assumes six flight periods as performed at Summit
Station for the 2014 season.
Table 6 displays the cost per pound for skiway construction at NEEM. In a
direct comparison to Summit Station, the cost is approximately $0.49/lb
higher. The large difference between the two construction procedures is
due to the type of equipment and associated construction implements and
maintenance procedures. The ANG reaches much higher cargo loads in
fewer flights at Summit because of their historical performance and available construction assets. This is remarkable in one respect because Summit
is located at a 2500 ft higher elevation than NEEM, which is even more
challenging for takeoffs
Table 6. NEEM Skiway cost assuming the same amount of cargo as Summit
for the 2014 season.

4.2

Year

Total
Hours

2014

1325.5

Labor Equipment
Fuel
Cost/hr
Hours
Cost/hr Maint. Cost Flights Flight Cost Cost/lb
$112

840

$168

$289,156

25

$1,656,146 $4.76

Basler or Twin Otter
Transporting personnel via alternative air methods, such as the Basler and
Twin Otter, are potential options. These options would require that additional cargo and all fuel requirements would be transported via the Greenland Traverse because of the limited bulk cargo and fuel transport capacity
of these smaller planes. The maximum load capacity of the Twin Otter is
5500 lb minus fuel and the Basler is 13,000 lb minus fuel. Each of these
options would require refueling at Summit Station, further increasing the
fuel demand at this location.
Skiway requirements for smaller skied aircraft are significantly reduced to
installing skiway boundary flags, consuming 12 labor hours, and performing little to no construction and maintenance. This is possible because
these aircraft do not require the same skiway surface strength as the LC130s.
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The costs associated with the Twin Otter include a day rate plus an hourly
mission rate, a per passenger rate, airport fees, fuel, a stopover fee, overnight-stay costs, and takeoff and handling fees (Wisneski 2014) (Table 7).
The costs associated with the Basler include a day rate, an hourly mission
rate, fuel, a crew per diem, and airport and handling fees.
Table 7. Twin Otter and Basler cost comparison for the 2014 season.
Aircraft

Day Rate

Hourly Rate

Fees

Twin Otter

$7,920

$1,391

$618

Basler

$9,787

$1,200

$618

The additional costs, such as fuel and crew per diem, fluctuate depending
on the mission, proving to be costly to the program if these aircrafts are
considered as a regular method for cargo transport. However when factoring in the LC-130 positioning cost to Kanger prior to performing a Summit
mission, it is cost beneficial to transport personnel via these smaller aircraft if it replaces a regular flight period from the schedule. The round trip
cost for the Twin Otter and Basler, including all fees and rates, ranges
from $18,000 to $25,000 per flight to Summit. Variances are due to all of
the extra associated costs, such as number of people, amount of cargo handling, and fuel required at Summit. Even with these variances, the costs of
these smaller planes are significantly less than the cost of a single LC-130
trip, which totals $76,892 including staging from NY. This total cost is
based on the hourly rate of $7,394 and a flight time from NY to Kanger of
6.4 hr on average and a 4 hr round trip from Kanger to Summit.

4.3

Deep-field LC-130
If a limited or deep-field skiway were to be laid out at Summit Station with
the intent of landing LC-130 aircraft, the requirements for the skiway
would include marking and flagging the landing and staging areas. This
would not require construction or a maintenance procedure. Logistical coordination would still be required for determining cargo loads and flight
times. A deep-field skiway is capable of landing up to 125,000 lb, which
equals 7200 lb of actual cargo compared to 12200 lb of cargo that has been
delivered to Summit on the first flight the past three seasons.
Flag layout takes approximately 12 hr, and 57 flights are required to
achieve the 408,500 lb of cargo capacity that was needed during the 2014
season. Table 8 shows the breakdown for computing the cost of transport.
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Table 8. Deep-field skiway cost breakdown for the 2014 season.
Year

Total
Hours

Labor
Cost/hr

Equipment
Hours

2014

497.5

$112

0

Fuel
Cost/hr Maint. Cost Flights Flight Cost Cost/lb
$0

$55,720

57

$2,632,088 $6.58

The cost per pound is $6.58 for operating Summit as a deep-field skiway.
This assumes the same number of flight periods (six) as the 2014 season,
that cargo is transported only to Summit, and that no cargo is returned.
This approach illustrates that increasing the number of required flights increases operation costs at a faster rate than reducing the maintenance and
construction. It is more cost effective to construct and maintain a highstrength/high-performance skiway to maximize allowable landing weight
for each flight.

4.4

Gapping LC-130 operations (reduced flight periods)
An alternative option for operating the current skiway is to gap the flight
periods. This would result in fewer flights from NY to Kanger while increasing the flights from Kanger to Summit Station. Table 9 shows the resulting total season cost if Flight Period 4 was removed from the 2014
schedule and the single flight to Summit was performed during the fifth
flight period.
Table 9. Cost comparison for the 2014 season when gapping Flight Period 4.

The result of reducing Flight Period 5 from the 2014 season and moving
the flight to another period would reduce the total LC-130 cost for the season by $94,637, or 7% of the seasonal cost. The cost per pound of cargo
would also be reduced by $0.23. This assumes that the cargo goes only to
Summit and that none comes back. Skiway maintenance would continue
to follow the current SOP as routine maintenance reduces wind drifts and
oscillations in the skiway. The total number of flights in this example
would stay the same as would the current maximum cargo capacity.
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Further reducing flight periods from six to four would significantly affect
the total cost per pound for transportation to Summit (Table 10). This example removes Flight Periods 2 and 4, and the additional Summit flights
would happen during Flight Periods 1 and 5 to keep the same total
transport capacity. The total reduction in flight cost would be $283,911, or
19% of the total flight budget consumed in 2014. The cost per pound
would be reduced to a seasonal average of $3.58. As in the other examples, this example assumes that the cargo is being delivered in one direction to Summit with no cargo being returned to Kanger. The current SOP
for maintenance procedures would still need to be completed to reduce
maintenance before a flight period.
Table 10. Cost comparison for the 2014 season when gapping Flight Periods 2 and 4.
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Conclusion
After completing the analysis of various options for air transporting cargo
and personnel to and from Summit, we have determined that the most
cost effective way to operate is by using the LC-130 on a highstrength/high-performance skiway with reduced flight periods and increased flight frequency per period. This would consolidate construction
and maintenance of the skiway at Summit, reduce logistics required for all
of the flight periods, and distribute the cost of staging aircraft more efficiently as proven in this report. Based on the 2014 data, reducing the
number of flight periods by two would reduce the cost per pound of cargo
by $0.69 for a total savings of $282,000 over one season. Table 11 illustrates the various options for cargo transportation. The aircraft smaller
than the LC-130 is removed from consideration as a single viable option
because the amount of cargo that needs to be transported annually.
Smaller aircraft should be considered, however, for personnel transport if
it reduces the number of LC-130 flight periods. This chart takes into account only the cargo delivery to Summit and not the potential of return
cargo.
Table 11. Cost comparison for LC-130s for the 2014 season with different skiway
construction methods.
Type of Skiway

Flight
# Of
Periods Flights

Cargo
(lb)

Total Flight
Cost

Summit
Cost/lb Overhead

Total
Cost/lb

High Strength

4

19

408500

$1,194,791

$2.92

$0.58

$3.50

High Strength

5

19

408500

$1,413,639

$3.46

$0.58

$4.04

High Strength

6

19

408500

$1,508,276

$3.69

$0.58

$4.27

Mid Strength
(NEEM)

4

25

408500

$1,656,146

$4.05

$0.71

$4.76

N/A

57

408500

$2,632,088

$6.44

$0.14

$6.58

Deep Field
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Recommendations
Effective skiway maintenance and construction techniques currently consume 13.5% of the total cost of transporting cargo, personnel, and fuel to
Summit Station via LC-130. The largest costs to the program are associated with staging planes at Kanger and then performing the flights to Summit Station. The SOP for maintenance and construction of the skiway has
reduced equipment use while establishing and maintaining a high-performance level on the landing area.
Implementing a strength-monitoring program that uses the Rammsonde
data currently being collected at Summit will increase early season cargo
capacity. This can be accomplished by working with the ANG 109th unit
to establish a baseline strength requirement that correlates maximum
cargo loads to snow strength. The result of establishing a maximum aircraft-cargo-load snow-strength threshold would increase the number of
higher load capacity flights because the aircraft ski-landing area control officer would not have to guess the snow conditions. During the 2014 season, 30,000 lb of potential cargo and fuel was not transported because of
suggested reduced ACLs. As part of establishing a skiway strength requirement, the amount and timing of maintenance and construction could
be optimized to determine potential savings.
Capitalizing on a higher number of Summit missions during each flight period by reducing the number of flight periods will significantly reduce the
total cost of air transportation by upwards of 20%. The cost associated
with staging planes at Kanger consumed $946,370, or 62.5% of the total
flight cost for the 2014 season. Reducing the number of flights to and
from Kanger would create substantial savings.
For transporting personnel, smaller aircraft should be considered because
they are cheaper per flight to Summit and can facilitate reducing LC-130
flight periods. If these aircraft are not available for consideration, operating additional LC flights during a flight period would reduce the fuel consumption at Summit, allow for more cargo or fuel delivery potential than
the smaller aircraft, and create the potential to remove completely one or
more summer flight periods.
It will be necessary to transport smaller cargo in a timely manner as Summit Station evolves to accommodate more efficient infrastructure, and the
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pace of required cargo transport may change. Maximizing the current
flight structure by increasing seasonal delivery capacity and numbers of
flights during each flight period will create both efficiencies and cost savings for the NSF Arctic program.
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Appendix A: 2014 Season—Summit Station
Skiway Construction and Maintenance
Standard Operating Procedure*
Purpose
The intent of this document is to provide to the heavy-equipment operators and managing personnel at Summit Station, Greenland, construction
and maintenance guidance for the skiway. This procedure takes into account the current equipment and implements available at Summit and
aims at producing the most reliable skiway in the shortest amount of operator and equipment time. These procedures are not intended for building
the strongest skiway possible but rather a skiway that has proven to perform up to the requirements of the largest aircraft currently landing at
Summit, the skied LC-130. Figure A-1 shows the equipment currently
available at Summit.
Figure A-1. Equipment currently available at Summit includes (a) a Case 335 Magnum tractor,
(b) a Cat D6M bulldozer, (c) a Tucker 1600, (d) a sheepsfoot, (e) a landplane, (f) a 24 ft beam
drag, (g) a maxi groomer, and (h) a harrow.

a.

*

b.

Originally released as Melendy (2015). It work was conducted for the National Science Foundation
(NSF), Division of Polar Programs (PLR), under Engineering for Polar Operations, Logistics, and Research (EPOLAR) EP-ARC 13-18, “Summit Station Skiway Assessment.” The technical monitors were
Patrick Haggerty and Renee Crain, Program Managers, NSF-PLR Arctic Research Support and Logistics.
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Figure A-1 (cont.). Equipment currently available at Summit includes (a) a Case 335 Magnum tractor,
(b) a Cat D6M bulldozer, (c) a Tucker 1600, (d) a sheepsfoot, (e) a landplane, (f) a 24 ft beam drag, (g)
a maxi groomer, and (h) a harrow.

c.

e.

g.

h.

d.

f.
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Construction procedure
All efforts should start at one flag line and work progressively across the
skiway.
1. Raise skiway markers as early as possible in the spring to reduce skiway
drifting.
2. Using the modified harrow, drag the skiway, with no overlap, to a maximum depth of 6 in. This will equal 14 passes. At a suggested speed of 8
mph, this will take 6 hours.
3. Compact the skiway by performing the first round of passes with the
sheepsfoot side by side with no overlap. On the second round of compaction, hook up the drag in tandem after the sheepsfoot and offset the
sheepsfoot 6 ft (one drum width) from the first pass to ensure 100% compaction coverage on the skiway. Continue to compact by working across
the skiway offset 6 ft from the first round of passes. At the suggested speed
of 6 mph, this will take 18 hours to complete.
4. Plane the skiway with the 40 ft wide landplane with limited overlap (2–3
ft) in each pass to minimize windrows. This will remove oscillations and
smooth the skiway. Set the landplane to cut 2–3 in. deep in relatively level
terrain; for reference, the serrated teeth on the cutting blades are 2.5 in. in
depth. To avoid hopping of the plane, make sure the skis of the landplane
are applying pressure and are not floating. To cover the entire area of the
skiway, the landplane will require six passes. At a suggested speed of 6–7
mph (12th to 13th gear in the Case Magnum at 1900–2000 RPM), this will
take 3 hours for each full coverage and may require a second pass, depending on skiway condition.
Total construction time will take approximately 27–30 hours, or 4 working
days.

Surface maintenance procedure
The procedure for regular maintenance depends on what equipment is
available:
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1. Use the landplane for regular maintenance if the Case is available; otherwise, skip to option 2 below. Overlap each pass enough to minimize windrows (2–3 ft). This will require six passes. At a suggested speed of 6–
7 mph, depending on snow and wind conditions, this will take 3 hours.
This maintenance should take place
•
•
•

as soon as possible after a snow event or drifting,
no more than 24 hours before the expected arrival of a plane, or
if ruts are found during the post-flight skiway check.

2. If the Case is not available, use the Tucker to drag the skiway with the large
drag, with no overlap. This will equal nine passes each round. At the suggested speed of 8 mph, this will take 4 hours each round. This should take
place
•
•
•

as soon as possible after a snow event or drifting,
no more than 24 hours before the expected arrival of a plane, or
if ruts are found during the post flight skiway check.

Note: Alternative drag patterns can be completed when dragging and using the landplane, particularly when needed for greater visibility for aircraft.
Total maintenance time (drag and plane) will take approximately 3–4
hours.

Strength maintenance procedure
Case tractor
A minimum of three strength measurements should be taken each week in
the same locations along the skiway. When the skiway Rammsonde average strength in the 5–10 cm layer drops below 150 kgf, immediately complete the following strength building procedure unless
•
•

there is less than 1 week before a plane arrives or
the air temperature was greater than −10°C (14°F) for the previous
24 hours.

1. Compact the skiway with the Case and sheepsfoot (pulling the large drag
behind). With no overlap between passes, this will equal 17 passes. At the
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suggested speed of 6 mph, this will take 9 hours. To avoid creating differences in snow strength and condition, do not stop the equipment in the
middle of a pass, only at the ends of the skiway.
2. Immediately after compaction, plane the skiway with the landplane, overlapping each pass 2–3 ft to reduce windrows. This will equal six passes. At
the suggested speed of 6–7 mph, this will require 3 hours for each set of six
passes. After using the landplane, let the skiway sit for 48 hours to allow it
to sinter. To help smooth the skiway, landplaning can be completed a second time, if needed.
Total maintenance time will take 12–15 hours, or 2 days.
D6M bulldozer (strength maintenance alternative)
In the event that the Case is not available, use the D6M. A minimum of
three strength measurements should be taken each week in the same locations along the skiway. When the skiway Rammsonde average strength in
the 5–10 cm layer drops below 150 kgf, immediately complete the following strength building procedure should be completed unless
•
•

there is less than 1 week before a plane arrives or
the air temperature was greater than −10°C (14°F) for the previous
24 hours.

1. Compact the skiway with the D6M and sheepsfoot (pulling the large
drag behind). With no overlap between passes, this will equal 17
passes. At the suggested speed of 4.5 mph, this will take 12 hours. To
avoid creating differences in snow strength and condition, do not stop
the equipment in the middle of a pass, only at the ends of the skiway.
2. Immediately after compaction, drag the skiway with the large drag attached to either the D6M or Tucker, with no overlap. This will equal
nine passes. At the suggested speed of 4.5 mph for the D6M or 8 mph
for the Tucker, this will respectively take 7 or 4 hours. After a dragging
event, let the skiway sit for 48 hours to allow it to sinter.
Total maintenance time will take 16–19 hours, or 2–3 days.
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Expected completion times
The expected times of completion do not take into account the turnarounds, which will require more than the stated times, at each end of the
skiway and the taxi way as they change from year to year with various requirements and suggestions from the 109th Air National Guard Unit.
These times also do not account for the inefficiencies of working for less
than 8 hours per day on a task. For example, the strength procedure with
the Case 335 is expected to take 12–15 hours; but if compacting the skiway
cannot be completed all at once, this task will require an additional 2–3
hours.

Summary
The Summit Station skiway is a vital asset to the Arctic science program.
Its continued reliable performance is essential to maintain the current
amount of research without interruption. By using the procedures listed
within this report, we can ensure a minimum level of performance for the
skiway. As the science and equipment changes, the SOP will require modifications to maintain efficiencies by reducing labor and equipment.
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Appendix B: 2014 Summit Skiway Flight Summaries
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